
HEBE HAVEN YACHT CLUB
SAIL TRAINING

GUIDELINES FOR VOLUNTEERS

Useful phone numbers:

Sail Training Office 2719 0926
Michael Franco – General Manager 2719 9682 or 9186 6474
Jimmy Chow -  Marine Manager 2719 3673 or  9040 8638
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1. Introduction

The appropriate  version of  this  document  should  be issued to  and read  by  all  persons directly  or 
indirectly  involved  with  sail  training  at  HHYC.   It  is  particularly  applicable  to  Instructors,  Assistant 
Instructors, Marine staff involved in driving rescue boats and any volunteers who may be involved with 
sail training from time to time.  All persons required to read this document will also be required to sign a 
copy to indicate that they have done so.  

2. Emergency action plan

2.1 Minor accidents

In the case of minor injuries the appropriate first aid should be given and if under eighteen the person's 
parents  or  guardian should  be informed.   In  the  event  of  minor  head injury  the  person should  be 
monitored for the next forty eight hours and medical attention sought if necessary.  Persons suffering 
minor head injuries should not be allowed to go home unaccompanied.

2.2 Serious and major accidents

In the event of a serious or major accident occurring on the water the casualty should be recovered to a 
safety/ teaching boat if it is safe to do so.  A group should never be left without a safety boat unless 
it is completely safe to do so (e.g. on a beach with good weather conditions with an instructor, assistant 
instructor or volunteer present).  In a potentially life threatening situation call the emergency services 
immediately on:

999

The advice of the emergency services should be followed carefully.  If it  is possible to go ashore at 
HHYC or elsewhere then the emergency services should be informed of this.  If the group can be left or 
moved and it is possible to move the casualty return ashore as quickly as is feesibly possible and is as 
comfortable as possible for the casualty concerned    Prior to leaving the scene of the incident or while in 
transit (if two crew are present aboard) a call should be made to HHYCs management team ashore) one 
of the following numbers:

Marine Manager 2719 3673 or 9040 8638
General Manager 2719 9682 or 9186 6474



The team ashore will arrange for extra support craft to recover all other HHYC dingies on the water 
(under normal circumstances there should already be another manned HHYC craft afloat nearby to aid 
with this).    Before leaving the  scene of  the incident  and while  in  transit  the  appropriate  First  Aid 
procedures  should  be  applied  to  the  casualty.   Otherwise  the  casualty  should  be  delivered to  the 
pontoon nearest to the Main Office where they will be met by an in-house support team/ emergency 
services

Other useful contacts:

Maritime Rescue Coordination Centre 2545 0181 
Mobile Telephone to Marine Police 2791 9682

2.3 Entrapment

In the case of entrapment it is necessary to rescue a person from underneath a capsized boat.  Ideally 
such a rescue should be made by bringing the  boat  upright  as quickly  as possible.   This  may be 
achieved most rapidly by either getting two heavy people to pull on the  center/ dagger board or by 
approaching the dinghy in a rescue boat from one side (bow first) and attaching a snap hook tow line to 
the shroud on the opposite side of the dinghy.  A person should be placed on the stern quarter of dinghy 
nearest the rescue boat and the engine of the rescue boat run in reverse at ninety degrees to the long 
axis of the dinghy.

No one should dive underneath the boat unless absolutely necessary (e.g. dinghy mast stuck in mud). 
Knifes should not be used unless it is absolutely clear as to what is to be cut.

2.4 Squalls and thunderstorms

In the event of an unexpected squall or thunderstorm one of the two following lines of action should be 
taken.  If there is enough time to do so the group should return to Hebe Haven.  If this is not possible the 
group should head to the nearest accessible beach as quickly as possible.  Sailing dinghies should be 
left capsized on the beach so that the masts are not exposed.  All members of the group should gather 
on an area of the beach away from sea as well as any trees or running water.  The group should sit or lie 
ground on the driest patch of beach available.

2.5 Accident records

All accidents and near-misses should be recorded in HHYCs “Accident Report Book.”



3. Safety and First Aid

3.1 Personal safety equipment required afloat

Students and instructors are to wear a serviceable Personal Flotation Device (PFD) at all times when on 
the  water.   Both  staff  and students  may also  be required  to  wear  a  helmet.   This  requirement  is 
dependent upon weather conditions, age, and sailing ability of the individual concerned as well as the 
type of boat being sailed.  All children under the age of twelve must wear helmets at all times when 
participating in sailing activities on the water; regardless of any other circumstances.  In the winter it may 
be necessary for course participants and instructors to wear wetsuits (particularly when sailing single 
handers).

3.2 Sailing areas

Please refer to the chart indicating the names and locations of sailing areas.  The Senior Instructor, and 
Racing and Sailing Coordinator or the Marine Manager should be informed of the sailing area(s) that 
is/are to be used for a session before that session commences.

3.3 Communications

All safety/teaching boats on the water should carry at least one mobile telephone and VHF radio.  If 
there are two or more instructors on the water in different vessels then both should carry a hand-held 
VHF.

VHF channels: 

HHYC Sail Training Channel 62
Emergency Channel 16

Sending a message:

Speak your message and end with:
• OVER (if you are expecting a reply).
• OUT (if you are not expecting a further reply).
• STANDING BY (if you are expecting further instructions at a later point in time).



3. Safety boats

At least one safety boat should be on the water at all times for the complete duration of all sail training 
activities (excluding launch and recovery at which time one of it's crew may be ashore).  In order to be 
classified as a safety boat the vessel concerned should carry two crew (one of which should hold an 
RYA Safety Boat certificate and current First Aid certificate).  (In the case where every boat on the water 
contains  an  Instructor  a  powerboat  must  be  launched  and  ready  for  immediate  action,  in  case  of 
emergency,  but is not required to escort the dinghies.  Under these circumstances the powerboat is not 
required to be a safety boat but should carry all the equipment listed below.)

HHYC safety boats should always carry the following:

• an anchor large enough to securely anchor the safety boat with at least one large dingy (Stratos) 
in tow.  (20m warp plus a length of chain.)

• throw line
• at least one 20m tow line with snap hooks
• x2 paddles
• VHF radio
• mobile phone
• large serrated knife
• wire cutters (ideally bolt cutters)
• First Aid Kit
• fire extinguisher 
• manual or electric bilge pump
• two fuel tanks should be carried if at all possible

All the kit listed here should be checked and carefully stowed when the safety boat is prepared for 
departure  The engine “Tell Tail” should also be checked to ensure that the cooling system is working 
properly.  If possible the vessel should carry twice the sufficient fuel load required for the session.

The helm must always securely attach the Killcord to his or her lower leg or PFD while the engine 
is turned on and especially while in transit!   Killcords should be checked for damage/ wear 
before  use.   If  there  is  any  doubt  as  to  a  killcords  integrity  then  it  should  be  replaced 
immediately.



3.5 Recovering persons from the water   

When operating  any  power  boat  it  is  vital  to  remember  to  kill  the  engine  when recovering 
someone from the water.  (unless doing so would put the vessel at risk from being wrecked on a 
rock in rough seas, in which case extreme care must be taken!)

3.6 Towing under power

When towing no more than six dingies should be towed astern.  Large tows should be made off the 
center of a bridle with the largest/ heaviest dingies at the head of the tow.   The boat at the end of the 
tow should be aware that she needs to steer toward the back of power craft making the tow.  All persons 
in boats being towed should be told to keep themselves (particularly there hands and feet) within their 
boat and to sit toward the center/ rear of the vessel.  Center/ dagger boards in all sailing vessels being 
towed should be raised for the duration.  If alone the helm should make regular checks on the tow; if 
there are two crew in the vessel towing, then the tow should be observed at all times.  If towing a 
tube ride/ banana boat or similar then one person aboard the towing vessel must be dedicated to 
watch at all times.

3.7  First Aid Kits  

A First Aid Kit, of an approved type, must be immediately available at all times during students or staff 
activities whether ashore or on the water.  The locations of these First Aid Kits should be clearly marked 
with a red cross whether in offices ashore or aboard safety/ teaching boats.

First Aid Kits may be found marked with a Red Cross and located:

• in the Sail Training Office
• in the Sail Locker
• in all safety and teaching boats when afloat
• in all HHYC Sampans.

It should be ensured that each safety/ teaching boat going on the water on a given day is equipped with 
a complete First Aid Kit obtained from the Sail  Locker.  This is the responsibility of the instructor(s) 
running sessions from the safety/ teaching boat(s) in question.   Every First Aid Kits aboard safety/ 
teaching boats should be returned the Sail Locker at the close of each session by the instructor who 
used it for that session.  

All First Aid Kits should be properly maintained: therefore the contents of each one  must be checked 
and recorded on a weekly basis.  When items have been consumed they must be replaced as soon as is 
feasibly possible.  Spare First Aid Kits should be kept so that incomplete ones may be removed from 
service while items are being replaced.



3.8 Mast head flotation

All large dingies (Stratos) should carry mast head floatation when used for sail training activities.  For 
beginner and intermediate courses an airbag (containing at least 30 litres of air) should be securely 
attached to the mast.  These airbags must always be used when the Stratos training sails (with no built-
in floatation) are on the boat. 

3.9 Manual lifting

When lifting dinghies or other heavy objects adequate man-power is to be used (at least 2 adults for 
single handers and at least 4 for double handers).  Lifts should be made by bending the legs rather than 
the back.

4. Weather forecast checks

Weather forecast checks are to be made daily by any Instructor who is running the course on that day. 
The weather will be printed from the Hong Kong Observatory website and a printed copy is to displayed 
on the notice board in the Sail Training Office.  Without exception, no sail training courses will operate if 
a thunderstorm, typhoon (3 or above) or black or red rain storm warning is in force.

Declaration

I have read and understood the above document and will abide by the information contained within at all 
times when involved with HHYC sail training.

Signed                                              

Date                                              
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